
abba Cruiser Sky Lift Cradle Supplementary Instructions 

Assembly: 

Please refer to the “Sky Lift Assembly & Operating Instructions” hand book to assemble the lift. The only revision to 

the hand book (covering the swing arm pivot attachment) is that the “Flat Base Attachment” should be fitted to the 

roller guide assembly instead, using the M14 bolt supplied.  See below….. 

 

            Standard Sky Lift                                                                                                                                  Flat Base Attachment           

 (Swing arm Pivot attachment)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sky Flat Base Lift Operating Instructions: 

Firstly decide on the exact lifting location by looking at the underside of the bike. The two lifting rails (covered by 

rubber) on the lift should come into contact with a fixed solid point, normally being the two lower frame rails of the 

bike. Please ensure that the lift is not touching any vulnerable parts of the bike. (Exhausts, side stand, brackets or 

bodywork etc) 

Stand the bike up vertical (flick side stand up) and slide the Sky Lift under the bike ensuring the two lifting rails come 

into contact with your desired location. Ensure the valve is closed on the hydraulic pump and with the foot pedal 

raise the lift up to take the weight of the bike. When you have reached your desired height use the locking pin and 

lower lift onto pin. 

When sliding the Sky Lift under the bike ensure the lift is pushed fully under the bike as far as possible, as show 

below, this will alleviate any excess leverage on the lift. 

 

                                                                                     

 

 

 

                           

Correct Position – Lift pushed fully in.                               Wrong Position: Lift too far out. 

When lowering the bike ensure nothing will come into contact with the lift or bike (Do not leave anything under 

lift!) – Lower down slowly until the bike wheels touch the ground and slide lift out from under bike. 

 

        Need help at any stage? Don’t hesitate to contact us – 0044 (0)1245 322331 – info@abbastands.co.uk 


